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Abstract

For parallel simulation of VLSI circuits on transistor level a sophisti-

cated partitioning of the circuits into subcircuits is crucial. Each net con-

necting the subcircuits causes additional communication and computation

effort. As the slave processorssimulating the subcircuitsadvance synchronously

in time, the computation effort for each subcircuit should be approximately

the same. In this paper we present a new approach for partitioning VLSI cir-

cuits on transistor level yielding a low number of interconnectsand balanced

subcircuit sizes. Simulation of industrial circuits usingthis partitioning is

up to 41% faster than with other known partitioning approaches for parallel

analog simulation.

1 Introduction

While designing VLSI-circuits time critical parts have to be simulatedon transis-

tor level. At Siemens research laboratories, Munich, which we cooperate with, a

major simulation application on transistor level is the validation of critical paths

with more than 10,000 transistors. These critical paths are extracted fromdynamic

memories and digital circuits.
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Due to the increasing size of VLSI circuits and the required accuracy and reli-

ability of the simulation, the computation effort for circuit simulation is rising. To

keep pace with this trend the applied methods for analog simulation like implicit

numerical integration are traditionally vectorized and implemented for supercom-

puters. At Siemens’ research laboratories, the analog simulator TITAN was de-

veloped. Vectorizing TITAN achieved average vectorization speedup factors of 12

compared to scalar computation on a Siemens S200 vector computer [1].

Nowadays the hardware environment is changing. The floating point perfor-

mance of modern workstations approaches those of small vector computers. These

workstations are typically connected by networks like Ethernet or FDDI. As these

combined workstations are very powerful, it makes sense to utilize this power by

running parallel software on the cluster [2]. But there is still one major prob-

lem using a workstation cluster for running parallel programs: The transmission

performance in terms of bandwidth and latency of the network is still relatively

low and limited by the underlying hardware and communication protocols, i.e.

software. For example, the bandwidth of Ethernet is only 10 megabit per second.

Another interesting hardware platform is a multi-processor computer with dis-

tributed memory architecture and several processors communicating via message

passing over a fast media. Such computers are much cheaper than vector comput-

ers and benefit from the raving progress going on in development of computers for

big markets, because processors and other standard components of typical work-

stations are used. The major advantage of these parallel computers compared to a

workstation cluster is a much better communication performance between the pro-

cessors. But still, for good analog parallel simulation performance, a low number

of nets interconnecting the subcircuits, which reduces the synchronization effort,

is essential.

Parallel computing is promising for achieving speedups against sequential

computing and for using the memories of several computers simultaneously, which

may release from the need for an expensive special computer equipped with huge

memory.

Therefore, the analog simulator TITAN , which was developed at Siemens’
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research laboratories, was parallelized by applying domain decomposition tech-

niques [3]. These methods split the problem in the physical domain. Each domain

is calculated by a separate process and the entire problem can be solved in paral-

lel. The boundaries of the domains are synchronized by a master process running

sequentially. In TITAN , numerical integration is performed by an optimized New-

ton method, the multi-level Newton method with latency [4]. For circuits with a

highly parallel structure, as for example a ring oscillator a close to linearspeedup

of 8 on 8 processors is achieved. This demonstrates that there is only little over-

head for parallel execution of the simulation.

During development of the parallel extensions to TITAN some test circuits

have been partitioned by hand, but for practical use of the parallel simulation itis

crucial to be able to partition the circuits automatically.

For parallel simulation a partitioning is required which yields balanced par-

tition sizes and only few interconnects. Each net interconnecting the partitions

causes communication between the slave processes and the synchronizing mas-

ter process. The master process simulates the interconnection network between

all partitions, i.e. subcircuits, and each additional interconnect net risesthe com-

putation effort for this time critical calculation. The slave processes simulating

the subcircuits advance synchronously in time. Therefore, the whole simula-

tion progress is determined by the slowest slave process. Maximum progress

is achieved, if all slave processes have the same simulation load. This requires

subcircuits of approximately the same size.

1.1 Previous Work

One of the first published algorithms for partitioning on transistor level isNode

Tearing[5]. Further early approaches are some cluster algorithms as buildingDC-

Connected ComponentsandStrongly Connected Componentsor Diagonal Dom-

inance Norton Partitioning[6]. There are also some approaches combining the

early methods with the classicalFiduccia-Mattheyses method[7] andhierarchical

methods, which exploit the subcircuit information contained in the circuit descrip-

tion [8, 9, 10]. Most of these approaches are only applicable on MOS-technology-
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circuits, others are highly focussed on the simulation tool they are developed for.

While developing TITAN a simple straightforwardClustering Algorithm(CLA)

for partitioning was implemented. Starting from an input voltage source, adjacent

elements are gathered until a specified partition size is reached. This approach is

very fast but usually it has to be repeated several times with different parameters

to obtain acceptable results.

In this paper we present our new concept for partitioning on transistor level.

The basic idea is to use analytical placement methods [11, 12]. Applying the ratio

cut objective, the placement result can be adapted for circuit partitioning [13,14].

We are the first to apply thisAnalytical Partitioning Method(APM) to circuits on

transistor level. It yields subcircuits with a small number of interconnect nodes

and with well balanced sizes.

In the next section we give an outline of the interactions between our partition-

ing tool and the parallel simulator. Section 3 presents the partitioning approachin

detail. In Section 4 we compare the partitioning results of the analytical partition-

ing method with the results of the simple straightforward clustering algorithm.

Therefore, we present the simulation performance results for partitioning of in-

dustrial VLSI circuits with both methods. Finally, we give some hints on future

work in Section 6.

2 The Parallel Analog Simulation System

The basic idea for partitioning is to use the excellent gate level partitioning system

SEAPART [14], which is based on the analytical partitioning method, for splitting

circuits on transistor level. SEAPART is designed for partitioning large circuits to

be implemented in multi-chip architectures.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the parallel simulation system.

An electronic circuit on transistor level is typically described in SPICE [15],

which is also the input format for TITAN . SEAPART uses the PROUD input for-

mat. In order to obtain subcircuits valid for simulation, we developed a converter

tool ATLAS, which combines certain circuit elements into macro elements, as de-
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Figure 1: Outline of the Parallel Analog Simulation System
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cribed in Section 3.1, and translates the SPICE input language into the PROUD

input format of SEAPART. SEAPART reads this circuit description and createsk
partitions, which are again converted by ATLAS into SPICE format. These netlists

are input for the parallel TITAN . After running the parallel simulation, which is

synchronized by the TITAN -master, the simulation output of every simulator is

written to a single file. Merging these files yields the overall result.

3 Partitioning Approach for Circuit Simulation

In the following we describe the format conversion performed by ATLAS and the

partitioning by SEAPART.

3.1 Circuit Conversion and Preparation for Partitioning

TITAN reads the circuit description in SPICE format, which allows complex con-

structs containing a numerous variety of elements like transistors, capacitors, in-

ductors, driven sources, etc.. SEAPART operates on an undirected graph, which is

created from the PROUD input format containing only modules and the connec-

tions between them. Hence, a conversion is necessary when applying SEAPART

to a circuit description given in SPICE format. Since there are some restrictions

for the parallel simulation resulting in nets not to be cut and some elements to

be grouped together, a simple 1:1 conversion of elements to modules is not desir-

able. Within SEAPART it is not possible to prevent certain nets from being cut.

Therefore, these nets need special consideration before starting partitioning with

SEAPART.

Thus, we developed the converter tool ATLAS, which reads the SPICE circuit

description, detects nets not to be cut, packs related elements into one module and

writes the circuit description in PROUD format, as shown in Figure 1. After ex-

ecution of SEAPART, ATLAS reads the partitioning result and the original SPICE

netlist to create a SPICE netlist for each partition, which is requiredfor a parallel

circuit simulation.
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3.1.1 Requirements of SEAPART

SEAPART has been developed for the design of multichip architectures. It parti-

tions the set of modules to a number of equisized subsets and assigns each subset

to a chip on the multichip architecture under consideration of fixed IO-pads on

the multichip architecture border. Within ATLAS the computation effort for the

simulation of a circuit element is interpreted as its corresponding physical module

size. Thus, SEAPART’s facility of creating balanced partitions in terms of area size

can be exploited. The result is a set of subcircuits, each requiring approximately

the same simulation time.

3.1.2 Partitioning Constraints for Parallel Analog Simulation

For simulation, controlled sources need information about their controlling ele-

ments. One possibility to meet this requirement is to always assign the controlled

source and its controlling element to the same partition. If the partitioning sys-

tem assigns them to different partitions, the simulation system has to providethe

controlled element’s partition with information about the controlling element. An

assignment to the same partition is also required for mutual inductors.

The nets between subcircuits, i.e. the interconnect nets, are cut while par-

titioning. Parallel analog simulators handle these nets as I/O nets for the related

subcircuits and connect virtual voltage sources to these I/Os, as shown in Figure 2.

inductor

cut

resistor

Figure 2: Cut Net

This is crucial, because loops in the circuitry containing only voltage sources
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and inductors cannot be simulated. It has to be ensured, that no paths from an I/O

to ground consisting only of voltage sources and inductors are generated, because

the added virtual voltage sources are also connected to ground and thus, a loop

invalid for simulation will be created as shown on the right side of Figure 2.

The following sections describe the way we respect these partitioning con-

straints.

Coupled Modules

For voltage controlled sources the controlling voltage is expressed by the differ-

ence between potentials of nets. The SPICE description of the source contains the

names of these nets. While parsing this source description, ATLAS generates a

module additionally connected to these nets, as shown in Figure 3.

pin

module

element

net

Figure 3: Voltage Controlled Source

The parallel simulator TITAN provides each subcircuit with status information

about nets connected to module pins of this subcircuit. Therefore, the voltage

controlled source is already informed about the potentials of its controlling nets

and no special handling of these sources by ATLAS is required.

For current controlled sources the controlling current is flowing through a cer-

tain circuit element. The SPICE description of the source contains only the con-

trolling element’s name, but not its connected nets. This results in two indepen-

dent modules, as shown in Figure 4.

If both modules are assigned to different subcircuits, they are not informed of

each other’s status. ATLAS createscoupled modulesto avoid this. The controlling

element is removed from the netlist and packed into the controlled module. Its
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removed
module

Figure 4: Coupling of Modules

pins become pins of the controlled module and the partitioning tool operates only

on one module, which cannot be split. Mutual inductors are coupled in the same

way.

Avoiding Illegal Cuts, Meta Modules

Cutting an arbitrary net could produce a path from the cut to ground consisting

only of critical modulessuch as voltage sources and inductors. To avoid this, we

try to combine a critical module with an uncritical module; thus, the combined

meta moduleis no longer critical. If a critical module has a net connected in

series to an uncritical module, we restrict cutting the connection by markingthis

net critical. Next, all elements connected to a critical net are packedinto a meta

module and the connecting net is eliminated from the netlist as shown in Figure 5.

Thus, the partitioning tool operates on a single module and cannot cut this critical

net.

critical net

Figure 5: Building Meta Modules

The easiest way to avoid forbidden cuts would be to mark all nets connected
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to critical modules critical, but this would result in large meta modules.For

fine granularity and well balanced partition sizes large meta modules have tobe

avoided.

The example in Figure 6 shows an an input voltage source connected to net A

and B.

netB critical

B

A
net A critical

Figure 6: Example for Marking Critical Nets

Usually this source is connected to lots of elements, maybe at net A. If A is

marked critical, all the connected elements are packed into one meta module and

a large meta module is created. But if it is detected, that B is connected in series

to an uncritical element, maybe a resistor, it is sufficient to mark net Bcritical and

only a small meta module including the source and the resistor is created.

For small meta modules, but correct handling of the simulator restrictions it

is crucial to find uncritical modules connected in series to a critical module and

thus, to mark the right nets. Algorithm 1 examines each net of a critical module

whether it is connected to another critical module. If there are nets not connected

to other critical modules, the one with the least connections is taken and marked

critical. Whereas the critical module is no longer regarded as critical,because

in a later step it is combined with the selected net’s uncritical modulesto a meta
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module.

mark and count(CritModCount) all critical modules

count for each net(Net CritModCount) the connected critical modules

while (CritModCount > 0)&&(CritModCount decreased in last iteration)

do

for each critical moduledo
if there is one or more nets of the current module not connected to other

critical modules (Net CritModCount == 1) then
take the net with the least connected modules and mark it as critical

change the current module’s mark to uncritical

decreaseCritModCount
decreaseNet CritModCount of all other nets connected to the current

module

end if

end for
end while
if CritModCount > 0 then

ERROR: circuit contains a critical loop even before partitioning

end if
Algorithm 1: Marking Critical Nets

Please note the difference between coupled modules and meta modules: In

both cases elements are packed together into one module, but in case of coupled

modules no nets are eliminated from the netlist, whereas meta modules are used

to eliminate nets which are not to be cut.

3.1.3 Creating Partial Circuit Descriptions

After partitioning, ATLAS uses the partitioning result and the original SPICE cir-

cuit description to create subcircuit descriptions in SPICE format.

This requires the correct unpacking of coupled modules and meta modules.

Cut nets are detected and noted as I/Os for the subcircuits. As the subcircuit
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simulations are synchronized by the master process, a master description with

special references to the cut nets is created. The original SPICE file contains

the circuit description as well as several control instructions for the simulator,

e.g. initial voltages for certain nets or commands for recording simulation output.

After partitioning, control instructions which hold for the entire circuit are written

in every subcircuit, whereas instructions related to a special net or an element have

to be assigned to the subcircuit, which contains this net or element.

3.2 Analytical Partitioning Method implemented in SEAPART

For partitioning, SEAPART divides a circuit iteratively until each subcircuit, i.e.

partition, fits into a single chip of the multichip architecture [14], as shown in

Figure 7.

5. iteration

=̂ 1 chip

start 1. iteration 2. iteration

3. iteration 4. iteration

Figure 7: Partitioning Iterations

In each iteration, all partitions that are larger than the target partition size are

divided into two parts. The target partition size is the total module area of the

entire circuit divided by the desired number of partitions. In each iteration the

following three steps are performed:� calculation of a 2-dimensional embedding
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� initial partitioning using the ratio cut objective� improving the partitioning by moving modules between all partitions

Minimizing a linearized objective function inx- and iny-direction yields a

2-dimensional embedding of the modules with a minimal length of the connec-

tions between them. A constraint for this calculation is, that the center of gravity

regarding the area of each partition’s modules is placed in the middle of this par-

tition. In each iteration, a new embedding is calculated for the complete setof

modules. Modules of different partitions can influence each other, although they

have already been assigned to certain partitions. This maintains the global view

during the entire partitioning process.

Next, each partition which is larger than the target partition size is initially

partitioned by a rectangular cut, as demonstrated by the dashed lines in Figure 7.

Solid lines represent cuts of former iterations. The initial cut is based on the

2-dimensional embedding and uses an adapted ratio cut objective yielding well

balanced partitions in terms of module area.

Finally, the number of cut nets of the current partitioning is reduced by moving

modules over partition borders applying a new multi-way ratio cut method with a

problem-specific objective function. Module moving is applied in each iteration

between all partitions not only between those, which have been divided in the

current iteration.

These three steps, calculation of the embedding, initial partitioning, and mov-

ing of modules, are done in each iteration, until the number of desired partitions

is obtained.

The combined approach allows to exploit the advantages of both analytical

and iterative techniques. The analytical technique retains the global view dur-

ing the entire partitioning process and provides a good initial solution. Starting

from this initial solution, the iterative improvement procedure yields significant

improvements in acceptable computation time.

Compared to other partitioning tools SEAPART’s results are excellent in terms

of low number of cut nets and well balanced partitions, which both are crucial for

efficient parallel simulation on transistor level.
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4 Experimental Results

The performance of the new partitioning approach on transistor level is evaluated

on large VLSI circuits. Table 1 shows current large industrial circuits. Each cir-

cuit’s size is characterized by the number of MOSFETs contained.Industry1is

the critical path of a Dual Port RAM, whereasIndustry2is the critical path of a

16 Megabit DRAM design.

Circuit # MOSFETs # nets

Industry1 18,000 4,220

Industry2 34,800 18,161

Table 1: Circuits

All experiments are performed by a SGI Power Challenge (8�R8000/90MHz).

For the simulations the parallel circuit simulator TITAN [1] of Siemens’ research

laboratories is used. The data communication between the CPUs is performed by

the public domain software packageParallel Virtual MachinePVM [16].

The main objective for the partitioning is to achieve good speedup for parallel

simulation. A low number of interconnect nets reduces the communication be-

tween the slaves and the master. Furthermore, the master process, whichsolves

the equations describing the interconnect system, is accelerated. Well balanced

partitions yield equal load for the slave processes. Therefore, the number of in-

terconnect nets and the balance of the partitions indicate the achievable speedup.

Table 2 compares the performance of the two partitioning methods, the cluster-

ing algorithm CLA and the analytical algorithm APM. The table contains the real

CPU-time for the simulation, speedups and the number of interconnect nets.

The analytical algorithm is a global method, and thus has to spend additional

CPU-time to solve a linear equation system while calculating the 2–dimensional

embedding, whereas the clustering algorithm runs very fast because it exploits the

natural subcircuit hierarchy of the circuit, which reduces the problem size. Onthe

other hand, especially for eight partitions the analytical algorithm outperforms the
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Circuit 1 Proc. 4 Proc. 8 Proc.

CLA APM CLA APM

Industry1 real simulation CPU-time 2:28:12 0:50:03 0:48:01 0:28:37 0:27:13
(hour:min:sec)

speedup – 2.96 3.09 5.18 5.45

# interconnect nets – 343 294 371 361

Industry2 real simulation CPU-time 12:31:36 5:47:26 4:51:33 4:17:15 2:31:50
(hour:min:sec)

speedup – 2.16 2.58 2.92 4.95

# interconnect nets – 301 215 415 341

Table 2: Partitioning Results for the Clustering Algorithm (CLA) and the Analyt-

ical Method (APM)

clustering approach. It obtains a low number of interconnect nets and increases

the performance of parallel simulation. CircuitIndustry1in Table 2 shows good

results for the CLA method but APM is slightly better. Moreover APM achieves

significantly better performance than CLA forIndustry2and reduces the simula-

tion time by about 41%.

Furthermore, while developing the conversion tool to adapt the analytical

method for partitioning on transistor level a small circuit with lots of controlled

sources was created for testing purposes. The APM method handles this circuit

without problems, whereas the CLA method cannot even create a partitioning

valid for simulation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new approach for partitioning large electronic

circuits on transistor level. Essential requirements for parallel simulation are a

low number of interconnect nets and well balanced partitions. Few interconnect
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nets yield a low synchronization effort at the master process, which is verytime

critical. Therefore, we developed a conversion tool to apply an excellent analytical

partitioning method for the first time on transistor level. This method yields few

interconnect nets and equal sized subcircuits.

The efficiency of our new partitioning approach is demonstrated on industrial

VLSI circuits. Compared to other known methods parallel simulation time is

reduced up to 41%.

6 Future Work

For parallel simulation on gate level another partitioning method was developed

at our institute. This method is a hierarchical clustering approach, which com-

bines two well known clustering algorithms in a way that the disadvantages of

both algorithms are eliminated and the advantages are added [17]. In terms of in-

terconnect nets and balanced partition sizes comparisons of partitionings on gate

level showed results of about the same quality as the analytical method. Thus, as

it is promising to apply also the hierarchical clustering approach for partitioning

on transistor level, we already started working on this.

Currently the SPICE circuit description is totally flattened by ATLAS, which

results in lots of modules to be partitioned. Large VLSI circuits are always de-

signed hierarchically using macro techniques. Thus, there are subcircuits, i.e.

natural clusters, in the circuits. We are interested whether it is better to respect the

natural clustering or to flatten the circuit description for leaving the most possible

degree of freedom for the partitioning tool.
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